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Entrance

Classic Apex
The Classic Apex helps to incorporate 
gable walls and doorways. Available 
ready for tiling or plain finish, it will 
help enhance the look of the house. 
Can be supplied open or closed and in 
a range of colours.

Classic Pitched
The Classic Pitched gives that classic 
but simple look. Whether supplied 
with leg supports or plain it is sure to 
enrich the look of the house.

Classic Mono

Classic Flat

Classic Mono will enhance the look of 
any home. Available ready to tile or in a 
tile like finish it can be matched in with 
the tiles already fitted on the house.

The Classic Flat keeps it simple but 
attractive. Easily enhance with light 
fittings it is the above door canopy 
that every house needs.

Classic Curved
The Classic Curved canopy will give 
any door or window that extra edge. 
This can be finished in lead or smooth 
to give that extra smart look.

Canopies
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The Classic Flat Door Surround will 
help tie in the door and wall which 
in turn will enhance the house. 
Available in different styles and sizes.

The Classic Apex Door Surround 
will give your home that extra bit of 
style Available in different styles and 
sizes these surrounds will be a great 
addition to any new or existing home. 

Classic Flat

Classic Apex

Door
Surrounds

Transform your doorway with 
a Classic Surround. Available in 
many different standard designs 
or we can help with any bespoke 
design you require.
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Dormers

Classic Flat
The Classic Flat will give that finish 
that can replicate lead, copper or 
zinc. It can be manufactured to 
fully integrate a lead apron. 

Classic Apex
Classic Apex will give your home 
that added value of a look that can 
incorporate different finishes from 
a GRP Tile to smooth. The Apex is 
available is different pitches.

Classic Curve
The Classic Curve is available in 
different curve heights and also 
different colours to help enhance 
your homes look.
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Chimneys

The Classic Brick Chimney can 
be manufactured to match 
existing brickwork. To help 
suit site conditions all our 
chimney’s can be supplied 
with different fixing options. 
Also available in a range of 
GRP brick colours they are also 
manufactured to suit rafter, 
ridge and gable end locations.

The Classic Smooth comes is 
a standard range of render 
finishes to help tie in with 
your existing house finish. 
Different pots are available for 
the Classic Smooth and are 
available in different colours. 
The Classic Smooth can also 
be finished with a stylish slab 
replica to help give that extra 
look to the chimney.

Classic Brick

Classic Smooth
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Bayroof Windows

Bay Canopies

Classic Flat
The Classic Flat is a simple finish with 
the option of angled ends to help make 
that bay window look that little bit more 
stylish but helping keep the cost down.

Classic Lead
The Classic Lead is available in different 
moulds to help enhance the look of your 
home. This can be finished with curve or 
straight ends and be incorporated easily 
into your brickwork.

Classic Tile

Classic Bay Flat

The Classic Tile is available in a pitched 
roof to help tie in with existing roof tiles 
and brickwork of the house. Our canopies 
come with integrated flashing and fully 
enclosed ceiling for ease of installation.

The Bay Flat will give that bay window the 
extra added spark every home should have. 
Available in a range of colours and styles 
this will give any home the classic look

Classic Bay Curved
The Classic Bay Curved canopy is available 
in different styles that will help enhance the 
look of your home. With added extras such 
as lights this can transform your window 
and your home while being cost effective.
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Fascias
The Classic Smooth comes is a standard 
range of render finishes to help tie in with 
your existing house finish. Different pots 
are available for the Classic Smooth and are 
available in different colours. The Classic 
Smooth can also be finished with a stylish 
slab replica to help give that extra look to 
the chimney.

Classic Fascia



Design
At Classic Mouldings we have an in 
house design team using the latest 
technology to help you design the 
perfect classic moulding to suit your 
home or housing development. We can 
help you from initial enquiry to ensure 
you have the design you require.

Manufacture
We have been manufacturing GRP products 
for over 20 years and with this experience 
we can rest assured that we manufacture all 
our GRP products to the highest standards, 
meeting all the latest standards set within 
the industry. Everything is manufactured 
in house so we have the flexibility to meet 
your requirements

Supply/Fit
Classic Mouldings can offer a supply 
only option or a full on site installation 
service. Our trained personnel all have 
the latest site certificates required to do 
this. Working along with local delivery 
companies we can ensure your mouldings 
arrive on site ready to install with no 
maintenance required once fitted.
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